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Introduction

Over 2 million Americans misuse prescription or illicitly-obtained opioids, and opioid overdose deaths rose to a record 47,600 in 2017, representing a nearly 600% increase in 18 years. (NCHS 2019, NIH 2019) Because patients with opioid use disorder (OUD) are often socioeconomically and functionally marginalized, the primary point of contact with healthcare for many is the emergency department (ED). Emergency clinicians are therefore ideally positioned to address the current opioid addiction and overdose epidemic by preventing the development of OUD, identifying patients affected by OUD, and initiating the most effective treatments and harm reduction practices.

As the scope of the epidemic has broadened, a crucial shift in therapeutic strategy has occurred: whereas people with OUD were commonly referred to detoxification programs and the use of medication to treat addiction was largely confined to specialist-run clinics, there is now broad consensus discouraging abstinence-based therapy, which usually results in dangerous relapse, in favor of medication-centered treatment initiated at any point of patient contact. (Srivastava 2017, SMartin 2018, AMartin 2018, D’Onofrio 2018, ACMT 2019, Samet 2018, Raheemullah 2019, Blanco 2019, Saloner 2018, Volkow 2018, Wakeman 2018)

Most currently practicing emergency clinicians were not trained to initiate medication for addiction treatment (MAT), also known as medication-assisted therapy, medications for opioid use disorder (MOUD), opioid agonist treatment (OAT) or opioid substitution treatment (OST). This guideline aims to provide evidence-based recommendations for providers in acute care settings managing patients being harmed-or at risk to be harmed by opioids.

Q1. How can emergency clinicians prevent the development of opioid use disorder in opioid-naive patients who present with acute pain?

Emergency clinicians are charged with providing effective pain relief for opioid-naive patients presenting to the ED with a variety of acutely painful conditions while managing the potential for analgesics to cause harm.

For opioid-naive patients who present to the ED with moderate or severe acute pain, opioids may be appropriately administered as part of a multi-modal analgesic strategy tailored to the patient and painful condition.

Emergency clinicians’ prescriptions are a comparatively small contribution to overall opioid prescribing in the US. (Weiner 2018) However, ED-based opioid prescriptions may have a disproportionate impact on the development of long-term use because an opioid prescription arising from the ED is more likely to be the patient’s first opioid prescription. Even short courses of opioid therapy are associated with dependence, with one study showing 6% of patients still

Opioids cause a spectrum of harms ranging from the discomfort of mild nausea and pruritus to the devastating consequences of misuse, overdose, and addiction. (Table 1) The likelihood and importance of these harms, as applied to a particular patient, should be weighed against the expected analgesic benefit of an opioid added to effective non-pharmacologic and non-opioid analgesic modalities. The decision to prescribe outpatient opioids should follow from a discussion of these benefits and harms with the patient and take into account known risk factors for opioid misuse, recognizing that many patients without risk factors still develop harmful long-term use. (Table 2)

**Table 1: Opioid Harms**
- Constipation, nausea, itching
- Dysphoria, confusion, falls, occupational dysfunction, automobile crashes
- Lethargy and respiratory depression
- Immunosuppression, hypogonadism
- Opioid-induced hyperalgesia
- Opioid misuse, overdose, addiction
- Diversion and unintentional ingestion by children

**Table 2: Risk Factors for Long Term Use of Opioids**
- Existing substance use (including alcohol and tobacco)
- Psychiatric disease
- Social isolation, disability
- Adolescents and young adults

The development of long-term use correlates linearly with the number of days supply of the first prescription. (Shah 2017) Therefore, if an outpatient opioid prescription is judged to be necessary and appropriate, the most important strategy to mitigate the risk of misuse is to prescribe a small number of tablets (usually no more than three days’ worth, or 9-12 tabs).

Hydrocodone and oxycodone, despite their prevalence, are more euphoric than other opioids (Wightman 2012, Cicero 2013) and the most frequently prescribed preparations are combined with acetaminophen. Not only does this co-formulation limit the dose of acetaminophen, an effective analgesic, but it also introduces the risk of acetaminophen-induced hepatotoxicity if the total daily dose of acetaminophen exceeds 4 grams. Immediate-release morphine sulfate tablets are effective and likely less abuse-prone than the aforementioned alternatives.
Extended-release and long-acting opioid preparations should not be prescribed by acute care providers except under unusual circumstances. (Dowell 2016, Miller 2015) Codeine and tramadol are burdened by a host of unique drug interactions and toxicities and are also best avoided. (Gasche 2004, Tobias 2016, Young 2013, Nelson 2015)

Emergency clinicians should avoid prescribing opioids for painful syndromes commonly associated with opioid misuse such as back pain (Krebs 2018), dental pain (Dionne 2016, Patel 2018), and headache. (Levin 2014, Franklin 2014)

Emergency clinicians who discharge patients with an opioid prescription must discuss safe household storage and disposal of unused pills, especially if the patient lives with children or adolescents. Opioids (and all medications) should be stored in their original package, optimally within a locked container, out of the reach of children. Unneeded opioids should be disposed of at a DEA-approved controlled substance public disposal location (many pharmacies and police stations participate—listings can be found on the DEA website (DEA). If a take-back or disposal program is unavailable or inconvenient, high-risk substances such as opioids should be disposed of in household trash after mixing with an unpalatable substance and placed in a sealed container, or, specifically in the case of opioids, flushed down the toilet. (FDA 2018)

**Q2. What is opioid withdrawal syndrome?***

Opioid withdrawal syndrome (OWS) is a constellation of signs and symptoms experienced by those with opioid dependence whose mu-opioid receptors are left vacant from the cessation of exposure to opioids. The effects associated with OWS are typically extremely uncomfortable and very distressing.

Signs and symptoms of OWS include anxiety and irritability, gastrointestinal distress including abdominal cramping, vomiting and diarrhea, and diffuse somatic pain that ranges from mildly distressing to unbearable. OWS often includes dysphoria, depression, and hopelessness that makes the condition particularly difficult to tolerate. Physical findings may include mydriasis, piloerection, diaphoresis, and yawning, along with typically minor signs of autonomic excess (e.g., hypertension, tachycardia). An intense craving for opioids often makes it difficult for these patients to cooperate with medical care, but patients should have a normal mental status.

Classically, OWS is not considered life-threatening, but dangerous consequences can be caused by hyperadrenergic tone, particularly in older or frail patients, and especially when OWS is precipitated by naloxone or buprenorphine. (Wightman 2018, Surmaitis 2018) Patients with OWS are most at risk, however, if their withdrawal symptoms are not adequately treated, as they are likely to self-treat with dangerous illicitly-obtained opioids, exposing themselves to overdose and other harms. Patients with opioid dependence often have concomitant medical illness requiring treatment that they may refuse if their OWS is not alleviated.

*Q2, Q3, and Q4 cover abstinence-related opioid withdrawal. For OWS precipitated by naloxone or buprenorphine, refer to the relevant sections below.*
Q3. Should patients with opioid withdrawal be treated with opioid agonist therapies or non-agonist therapies?

Opioid agonist therapy (OAT) should be the first line treatment for patients with OWS in the ED. OAT, as compared to therapies that do not utilize opioid agonists, treats the underlying etiology of the OWS, manages the symptoms of OWS much more quickly and effectively, and can be continued long term, which allows the immediate transition from withdrawal to sustainable addiction treatment.

In some settings, OAT may not be available or a patient may not be amenable to OAT. In these cases, OWS should be treated with medications that are not opioid agonists.

Q4. How is OWS treated with agonists and/or non-agonists?

Agonist treatment of OWS is best initiated in the ED using buprenorphine or methadone. Buprenorphine is preferred for most patients given its safety benefits compared to methadone (Q8). Treatment of OWS with buprenorphine in the ED is equivalent to initiation of buprenorphine as a treatment for OUD (Q19). Methadone should be used to treat OWS if buprenorphine is not available or in patients withdrawing from methadone (especially if they plan to return to methadone therapy). Most patients will have significant relief of OWS with 20 mg PO methadone or if the patient is vomiting, 10 mg IM methadone (Q46). (Su 2018)

In scenarios where OAT cannot be utilized, either due to availability or patient preference, treatment should be tailored to the patient’s symptoms. (Table 3) Agitation can be treated with antipsychotics, antihistamines, and/or benzodiazepines. Gastrointestinal effects can be treated with antiemetics, antidiarrheal agents, and antispasmodics, while dyspepsia can be treated with H2 antagonists. Severe pain related to OWS is unlikely to be alleviated by acetaminophen or NSAIDs, although there is little downside to trying these medications. Ketamine, haloperidol, and baclofen are non-opioid medications that may provide analgesia. Autonomic dysfunction that leads to many of the findings of OWS, such as hypertension, diaphoresis, irritability, and restlessness, may be treated with alpha-2 agonists; clonidine has been the traditional medication used from this class. Lofexidine has recently been FDA approved for treatment of OWS and may provide marginally better symptomatic relief with fewer side effects compared to clonidine, but is dramatically more expensive. (Juurlink 2019)

Table 3: Non-agonist treatment of OWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dysautonomia</th>
<th>clonidine 0.1 mg po q1-3h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dexmedetomidine start at 0.2 mcg/kg/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lofexidine 0.2-0.4 mg po q6-12h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Pain**
- Ibuprofen 400-600 mg po q4-6h
- Ketorolac 10-15 mg IV/IM q4-6h
- Acetaminophen 500-1000 mg po q4h up to 4 gm daily
- Gabapentin 200-400 mg po q6-8h
- Baclofen 10 mg po q8h
- Tizanidine 4-8 mg po q6-8h

**GI Distress**
- Ondansetron 4-8 mg po/IV q4-6h
- Promethazine 25-50 mg IV/IM
- Metoclopramide 10-20 mg IV q6-8h
- Diphenhydramine 50 mg IV q6-8h
- Hydroxyzine 50-100 mg po/IM q4-6h
- Loperamide 4 mg po q4h
- Dicyclomine 20 mg po q6h

**Agitation**
- Lorazepam 2-4 mg PO/IV q2-4h
- Diazepam 10-20 mg IV q30-60 min
- Midazolam 2-5 mg IM/IV q2h
- Haloperidol 2-10 mg IV/IM/PO q4-6h
- Droperidol 1-5 mg IV/IM q4-6h
- Olanzapine 5-10 mg IM q4h
- Ziprasidone 10-20 mg IM q4h
- Ketamine 0.25 mg/kg IV over 20 min q2h

Q5. How can emergency clinicians protect the health of OUD patients apart from initiating buprenorphine?

Harm reduction is a public health-based strategy to reduce the negative consequences associated with a particular disease or behavior for individuals and their communities. Although it is most often associated with drug use, it also applies to clinicians’ attempts to manage conditions such as diabetes and hypertension, with the goal of encouraging individuals to be as healthy as possible by meeting patients where they are—even if they don’t follow the optimal treatment plan—through teaching the skills necessary to maximize quality of life and minimize morbidity.

Emergency departments increasingly care for patients following opioid overdose, who have a 1-year mortality of over 5%, (Vivolo-Kantor 2018, Weiner 2019). Harm reduction, as it pertains to OUD, promotes health both for patients who are ready to move to recovery (with medications and treatment engagement) and those who are not, by providing access to
knowledge and resources to keep the patient as healthy as possible, recognizing that the door to recovery remains open as long as the patient is alive.

Overdose prevention and naloxone distribution, initiated in the late 1990s by harm reduction organizations, is recognized as an important healthcare intervention for high-risk patients. Naloxone distribution has received wide support from many federal and national organizations including the US surgeon general, who in April 2018 released an advisory encouraging the wide distribution of naloxone to individuals who use opioids, as well as to their friends and families. (Hawk 2015, Adams 2018, Samuels 2016) Clinicians may be concerned about the possibility of increased risky opioid use if naloxone is available in the community. Evidence does not suggest that this parachute effect occurs significantly, and to the extent it does occur, it is likely outweighed by the public health benefits from overdose rescue. Limited evidence demonstrates opioid use is decreased or unchanged where naloxone distribution occurs, (Seal 2005, Wagner 2010) and we recommend ED-based naloxone distribution as further research is ongoing. Localities with high naloxone dissemination have lower opioid-related mortality, (Walley 2013) and people who have been rescued from overdose may be particularly receptive to addiction treatment. PrescribeToPrevent.org provides emergency department-specific guidance on naloxone preparations, prescribing and billing, patient instructions, and sample protocols.

Emergency clinicians can reduce morbidity and mortality in people with ongoing opioid use by offering screening for pregnancy, Hepatitis C and HIV, and with frank discussions around safe injection practices. (Table 4) Many municipalities offer syringe service programs that not only reduce the devastating consequences of contaminated needle use (Aspinall 2014, Kaiser 2019) but are often integrated with social work, case management, and treatment referral services that can improve patient outcomes. Limited data indicate that these programs, along with supervised consumption sites, reduce the dangers of illicit substance use as well as the community harms of public injecting and unsafely disposed syringes, without increasing drug use, trafficking, or crime. (CDC 2019, HHS 2011, Kishor 2019, Gostin 2019, AMA 2017)

Table 4: Safe Injection Practices (NYC DOH 2019)

- Avoid using alone. If you overdose, you want someone around to help.
- Be cautious if you haven’t used in a while. You’re more likely to overdose.
- Avoid mixing. Many overdoses happen when heroin or painkillers are mixed with other drugs like benzos, methadone, antidepressants, and/or alcohol.
- Always do a tester shot to make sure a new batch isn’t too strong.
- Make an overdose plan. Be prepared with naloxone, and have a phone on hand in case you need to call 911.
- Don’t be afraid to call 911. If you’re with someone who you think is overdosing, call 911.
- The law provides substantial protection from prosecution.
- Always use new equipment, and never share equipment. Many communities anonymously provide free syringes and drug use equipment.
- Never lick needles, always use sterile water, and discard cotton after every use.
Q6. What is the relative efficacy of MAT compared to abstinence-based treatment programs in reducing morbidity and mortality in patients with opioid use disorder?

Stigma and bias among clinicians, the public, payors, policy-makers, and even the patients themselves toward people with substance use disorder has led to acceptance of the abstinence-based treatment standard historically adopted for this disease. While this approach (which includes most “detox,” “rehab” and 12-step programs) may be valid for certain substance use disorders, such as stimulants, the availability of mechanism-based and evidence-based pharmacologic agents strongly differentiates the treatment of OUD. The stigma is often manifest in the misguided belief that the use of buprenorphine or methadone is “replacing one addiction with another.” Buprenorphine or methadone therapy uses one opioid (that is pharmaceutical and legal) to replace another (that may not be either); even this description of MAT undervalues its personal and societal benefits, however. Addiction is a DSM 5-defined diagnosis that is distinguished from dependence fundamentally by behavior, and effective treatments reduce the harmful behaviors associated with drug use that can have significant health, work, family and legal consequences. Buprenorphine or methadone treatment reduces or eliminates harms arising from the desperate behavior caused by the fear of running out of opioids and developing withdrawal, as well as the harms associated with using and especially injecting chemicals purchased on the street of uncertain identity and potency.

Because there are several widely varying forms of behavioral therapy there is confusion in the literature and little consistency in treatment practices. (Dugosh 2016) Behavioral therapy alone without an agonist (i.e., detoxification) is not generally effective in maintaining abstinence. (Sofuoglu, Amato) Though the addition of behavioral therapy to an opioid agonist may improve retention in long-term treatment, counseling does not convey significant added value in short-term morbidity or mortality. (Sufuoglu, Amato) Therefore, providers should not link the initiation of MAT to the immediate availability of or patient willingness to participate in counseling. Furthermore, patients who request detoxification treatment (often originating from a stigma-based desire to be “drug-free”) should be advised of the much higher likelihood of relapse when treatment does not include the use of opioid agonists. Additionally, especially at a time when the street opioid supply has been contaminated with illicit fentanyl and its analogues, patients should be educated about how dangerous relapse is. These conversations may frame buprenorphine as a treatment for addiction similar to insulin as a treatment for diabetes.

United States federal law requires that patients being treated with MAT receive behavioral counseling, however emergency clinicians meet this requirement by referring the buprenorphine-initiated patient to outpatient addiction care. (SAMHSA 2019)

Q7. How do naltrexone, methadone, and buprenorphine compare as treatments for opioid use disorder?
There are limited head-to-head comparisons on the safety or effectiveness of these three evidence-based pharmacological approaches to managing patients with OUD. (Mattick 2014, Morgan 2019) However, the data on each are sufficiently robust to draw conclusions on their comparative effectiveness and specifically on their practical utility in the management of patients in the ED.

Naltrexone, a long acting opioid receptor antagonist, competitively inhibits the agonist effects of opioid agonists. It is most commonly administered for OUD treatment in its intramuscular depot formulation which provides effective antagonism for about one month; however, as a competitive antagonist, the use of high doses of potent opioids can overcome this blockade. Unlike agonist therapies, naltrexone does not address the altered neurochemistry that causes opioid cravings and relapse. Patients must have not taken opioids for several days prior to administration to prevent the development of precipitated opioid withdrawal; this creates a significant barrier to initiation, as withdrawal is what many OUD patients want desperately to avoid, and essentially eliminates its use in the ED setting.

Buprenorphine and methadone are long-acting opioid agonists with a significant pharmacological distinction: methadone is a full opioid receptor agonist and buprenorphine is a partial opioid receptor agonist (Q8). Both are effective at treating opioid withdrawal and at reducing opioid use and harm. (Larochelle 2018, Mattick 2014, Morgan 2019, Pierce 2016, Sordo 2017, Weiss 2017) Methadone, as a full agonist, is significantly more prone to abuse than buprenorphine and is far more dangerous in overdose. Methadone also provides less opioid receptor “blockade” effect compared to buprenorphine; receptor blockade protects patients against overdose with other opioids.

Buprenorphine and methadone are also distinguished by their regulatory status. Methadone for the treatment of OUD can only be dispensed (not prescribed) through federally-regulated opioid treatment programs (OTPs); initiating methadone as a treatment for addiction is therefore not possible from the ED. Buprenorphine may be prescribed by any provider with a DATA 2000 waiver and administered in the ED for 72 hours by waivered or non-waivered clinicians, making it significantly more accessible and relevant to emergency care (Q15).

Q8. What are the pharmacologic features of buprenorphine that make it well-suited to treat opioid use disorder?

Buprenorphine is a mu-opioid receptor partial agonist that binds with a higher affinity than nearly every other opioid and dissociates slowly. Due to the partial agonism, binding to the opioid receptor evokes only limited clinical effects, and as the dose is escalated a maximal response is reached, a ceiling effect. Even at high doses in opioid naive patients, respiratory depression and euphoria are minimal compared to that from full opioid agonists. (Coe 2018)
In patients with abstinence-induced opioid withdrawal, buprenorphine’s partial agonism is generally sufficient to replace the loss of agonism as the concentrations of full agonist fall, quelling the clinical manifestations of withdrawal.

Due to the high mu-opioid receptor binding affinity of buprenorphine, full agonist opioids have limited ability to displace the buprenorphine. This explains why administration of a full agonist opioid, such as heroin, after buprenorphine results in reduced clinical effect, often referred to as buprenorphine blockade. (Jasinski 1978) This opioid receptor blockade protects buprenorphine-using patients from overdose and limits euphoria and reward from full agonists, though buprenorphine blockade can be partially overcome with high doses of full agonists. It also highlights the difficulty in using opioids to manage acute pain in a patient on buprenorphine maintenance treatment.

Buprenorphine exhibits slow dissociation from the opioid receptor and a long elimination half-life, allowing buprenorphine to be dosed once per day or even less frequently, (Coe 2018) though BID or TID dosing is sometimes used, especially early in buprenorphine therapy.

Q9. What are the important harms associated with buprenorphine use and buprenorphine abuse?

In opioid-dependent patients who are not in withdrawal, administration of buprenorphine may result in precipitated opioid withdrawal because a partial agonist (buprenorphine) displaces the full agonist (heroin, for example) from the receptor. Initiating buprenorphine treatment therefore requires that the patient already be sufficiently in withdrawal, or past the period of physical withdrawal, to avoid buprenorphine-precipitated withdrawal.

Buprenorphine administered by the intravenous route is more psychoactive and rewarding than by the proper, sublingual route. (Huestis 2002) To prevent surreptitious self-administration of intravenous buprenorphine, the preferred outpatient formulation contains naloxone. (Q11) When opioid-dependent patients use buprenorphine/naloxone formulations by the sublingual route prior to the development of moderate withdrawal, precipitated opioid withdrawal may occur due to the buprenorphine, not due to the naloxone.

In opioid naïve adults or especially children, at very high doses (relative to body weight), the partial agonism may still cause clinically consequential adverse opioid effects, including dangerous respiratory depression, especially when used with other sedating medications such as benzodiazepines. (Seldén 2012, Kriikku 2008, Hayes 2008) Despite the potential risk, buprenorphine is substantially safer than any of the full agonist opioids.

Buprenorphine, as with other opioids, induces hyperalgesia, in which the sensitivity to painful stimuli increases with ongoing opioid exposure. (Athanasos 2019)
Q10. Which immediate release buprenorphine preparations are commonly used in acute care settings to treat opioid use disorder?

Buprenorphine is available in several formulations, some in combination with naloxone. (Table 5) The most commonly used preparations in the ED are sublingual film and sublingual tablets; clinically, there is little difference in effects or patient-oriented outcomes between them, nor between sublingual preparations and the less commonly used buccal preparations. (Gunderson 2015, Gunderson 2016, Sullivan 2015) Lower-dose preparations (Belbuca, Butrans) are indicated for pain, not OUD treatment.

Buprenorphine is also available in an intravenous form, as a 0.3 mg/mL solution for injection. This formulation is only FDA-approved for acute pain management, but can be used for opioid withdrawal when vomiting interferes with sublingual administration. Access to intravenous buprenorphine is not required, however, as sublingual administration is almost always effective even in the setting of vomiting.

**Table 5: Buprenorphine Preparations** (Lexicomp 2019)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dosage Form</th>
<th>Trade Name(s)</th>
<th>Medication(s)</th>
<th>Available Dose(s)</th>
<th>Approximate Price per Dose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buccal Film</td>
<td>Belbuca</td>
<td>Buprenorphine</td>
<td>75 mcg, 150 mcg, 300 mcg, 450 mcg, 600 mcg, 750 mcg, 900 mcg 2.1/0.3 mg, 4.2/0.7 mg, 6.3/1 mg</td>
<td>$6-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bunavil</td>
<td>Buprenorphine /naloxone</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sublingual Film</td>
<td>Suboxone</td>
<td>Buprenorphine /naloxone</td>
<td>2/0.5 mg, 4/1 mg, 8/2 mg, 12/3 mg, 2/0.5 mg, 8/2 mg</td>
<td>$5-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$4-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sublingual Tablet</td>
<td>Zubsolv</td>
<td>Buprenorphine /naloxone</td>
<td>0.7/0.18 mg, 1.4/0.36 mg, 2.9/0.71 mg, 5.7/1.4 mg, 8.6/2.1 mg, 11.4/2.9 mg, 2/0.5 mg, 8/2 mg</td>
<td>$5-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Buprenorphine /naloxone</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Buprenorphine</td>
<td>2 mg, 8 mg</td>
<td>$4-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcutaneous Implant</td>
<td>Probuphine</td>
<td>Buprenorphine</td>
<td>74.2 mg</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implant Kit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transdermal Patch</td>
<td>Butrans</td>
<td>Buprenorphine</td>
<td>5 mcg/hr, 7.5 mcg/hr, 10 mcg/hr, 15 mcg/hr, 20 mcg/hr</td>
<td>$80-215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Weekly)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q11. What are the roles for buprenorphine mono-product and the combination product with naloxone?

Naloxone is added to some products as an abuse-deterrent. Naloxone’s bioavailability via oral, sublingual, and buccal routes is near-zero; (Weinberg 1988) therefore, the naloxone component has no clinical effect when buprenorphine-naloxone is taken sublingually or buccally as intended. However, if the medication is crushed or dissolved in solution and injected or aerosolized, the mu-receptor antagonist properties of naloxone would counteract clinical effects of the buprenorphine (or other opioids), and possibly precipitate opioid withdrawal. Evidence is conflicting on the abuse-deterrent efficacy of adding naloxone to sublingual buprenorphine. (Lugoboni 2019)

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved generic buprenorphine/naloxone sublingual film in 2018, with an approximate price of $4 for the 2/0.5 mg film and $9 for the 8/2 mg film. (FDA Communication 2018, Voelker 2018) A variety of programs are available in many settings to support the medication cost for patients both in the initial treatment period and long-term; providing one week’s supply of buprenorphine to patients who will have difficulty obtaining a prescription facilitates success during the vulnerable transition period. (Lynch 2018)

In the ED there is no concern for misuse because doses administered are directly observed. The buprenorphine mono-product and buprenorphine-naloxone combination preparation are therefore equivalent and interchangeable in this context.

Q12. What long-acting forms of buprenorphine are available?

Long-acting preparations, such as the transdermal patch, subcutaneous implant, and subcutaneous prefilled syringe (for depot injection), have the potential to improve adherence with their less frequent administration (weekly for the patch, monthly for the subcutaneous injection, and biannually for the implant). (Dhawan 2019). Currently, the transdermal patch is FDA approved only for chronic pain and not approved for the treatment of OUD. The implant’s daily transmucosal dose equivalency is too low to be effective for most patients with OUD.
While the direct medication cost of the depot subcutaneous injection is high, the benefits for patients at high risk for medication non-compliance with a transmucosal formulation may be great enough to justify the administration of the depot injectable product in the ED.

Q13. Which buprenorphine preparation should be used in pregnancy?

Buprenorphine (with or without naloxone) is safe during pregnancy to treat opioid use disorder and its use in pregnant women is increasing. (Kampman 2015, ACOG 2017, Soyka 2013) Historically, buprenorphine mono-product has been recommended during pregnancy for concern of the untoward effects of naloxone as a teratogen or, if crushed and injected, potential consequences of precipitated withdrawal on the fetus. However, a series of cohort studies demonstrate the safety of the combination product during pregnancy, with no difference in the rate of birth anomalies between the buprenorphine mono-product and the buprenorphine-naloxone combination. (Debelak 2013, Lund 2013, Wiegand 2015, Jumah 2016, Nguyen 2018) A pregnant patient with OUD should therefore generally be treated with the product determined to be best suited for her were she not pregnant.

Neonatal opioid withdrawal syndrome (NOWS), until recently referred to neonatal abstinence syndrome, is common after delivery of children by mothers who were using buprenorphine or methadone, although it is less severe with buprenorphine. (Nechanska 2018, Fernandez 2019) Limited evidence suggests that higher buprenorphine doses used during pregnancy do not increase the severity of NOWS (Wong 2018). Women on agonist therapy for opioid addiction should continue MAT while breastfeeding; both methadone and buprenorphine are minimally transferred to breast milk.

Q14. Is it necessary to have psychiatry or addiction specialists available for consultation in order to initiate buprenorphine in the ED?

Emergency clinicians can and should acquire the skills required to identify OUD patients who would benefit from MAT, initiate and/or prescribe buprenorphine, and refer to outpatient addiction care. Specialist addiction consultation is of benefit in some situations, such as those with complicated psychiatric or medical comorbidities, but is not required to initiate buprenorphine in the ED.

Q15. Is it necessary to have DATA 2000-waivered physicians in the emergency department in order to initiate buprenorphine?

The Drug Addiction Treatment Act (DATA) of 2000 mandates that physicians obtain an addendum to their Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) registration, known as an "X-waiver," in order to write an outpatient prescription for buprenorphine to treat addiction. An
X-waiver is not required to administer buprenorphine in the ED (or on inpatient units); all physicians may treat opioid withdrawal and initiate buprenorphine therapy in the ED or hospital. Under the “3 day rule” patients may return to the ED daily to receive buprenorphine administered in the ED for the primary treatment of OUD/addiction for up to two days after the first day, for a total of 72 hours (SAMHSA). Therefore, though the capacity to provide an outpatient buprenorphine prescription adds strength and flexibility in managing patients with OUD, departments that do not have any X-waivered providers may still effectively initiate buprenorphine and refer for ongoing treatment, using return ED visits as a bridge to outpatient care as needed.

Buprenorphine may be administered for opioid dependence if it is a secondary concern. For example, patients who are hospitalized for the treatment of cellulitis, may receive buprenorphine without an available X-waivered clinician.

Buprenorphine may be prescribed by any DEA registered clinician for the treatment of chronic pain; currently this is rarely done from the ED.

Emergency clinicians may obtain an X-waiver through an eight hour training program. While current US regulations stipulate that special training is necessary in order to prescribe buprenorphine for addiction, this should not discourage non-waivered physicians from treating OUD in the ED with buprenorphine. We support proposals to remove the waiver requirement in order to prescribe buprenorphine for the treatment of OUD/addiction. (Fiscella 2018, Frank 2018, NYTimes 2019, ACMT 2019a)

Q16. How robust must outpatient follow-up resources be in order to initiate buprenorphine in the ED?

DATA 2000 requires that when initiating buprenorphine for treatment of OUD, the provider must refer to appropriate counseling once the patient is discharged. Stronger transitions such as an arranged appointment and provider-to-provider communication (“warm handoff”) make successful linkage to comprehensive outpatient addiction care more likely; however, a simple phone number referral to addiction services on discharge satisfies the DATA 2000 mandate. Poor availability of comprehensive addiction care and outpatient counseling services should not dissuade emergency clinicians from treating patients with OUD with buprenorphine (Q35).
Q17. What other regulatory requirements pertain to emergency department-initiated buprenorphine?

DATA 2000 limits the number of patients to whom a single provider can prescribe buprenorphine at any one time to 30 patients in the first year, which can be increased (by application) to 100 and 275 patients in the second and third year, respectively. As this only pertains to active prescriptions, and most ED prescriptions will be for a limited supply until further outpatient treatment can be obtained, it is unlikely an emergency clinician would approach these limits through an ED practice. Contemporary electronic health records can report on specific medication use, which satisfies the DEA reporting mandates. Practitioners who work in settings without an EHR, or with an EHR incapable of medication reporting, should keep a log of patients to whom buprenorphine is administered or prescribed for addiction, including dose and quantity. No specific written consent is required to treat OUD patients with buprenorphine.

“Telebup” programs, where DATA 2000-waivered providers assess patients and prescribe buprenorphine remotely, expand MAT access to underserved regions. DEA-registered providers (including nurse practitioners and physician assistants) without a waiver may link the patient to a waivered provider (who must have a license to practice medicine in the state where the physical encounter is taking place) using a telemedicine video portal. The waivered provider remotely assesses the patient and prescribes buprenorphine. (HHS 2018)

When prescribing buprenorphine, the diagnosis of OUD should be documented. (NAABT) The DSM-5 criteria for OUD is met by most patients presenting to the ED with complications of opioid use. (Table 6)

**Table 6: Summarized DSM-5 Criteria for Opioid Use Disorder (CDC)**

**2 or more of the following:**

- Opioids are often taken in larger amounts or over a longer period than was intended
- There is a persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control opioid use
- A great deal of time is spent in activities necessary to obtain the opioid, use the opioid, or recover from its effects.
- Craving, or a strong desire or urge to use opioids.
- Recurrent opioid use resulting in a failure to fulfill major role obligations at work, school, or home.
• Continued opioid use despite having persistent or recurrent social or interpersonal problems caused or exacerbated by the effects of opioids.
• Important social, occupational, or recreational activities are given up or reduced because of opioid use.
• Recurrent opioid use in situations in which it is physically hazardous.
• Continued opioid use despite knowledge of having a persistent or recurrent physical or psychological problem that is likely to have been caused or exacerbated by the substance.
• Exhibits tolerance as demonstrated by increased amounts of opioids needed to achieve properties desired effect; diminished effect with continued use of the same amount
• Exhibits withdrawal as demonstrated by symptoms of opioid withdrawal syndrome; opioids taken to relieve or avoid withdrawal

Q18. How should emergency department patients be screened for opioid use disorder?

Emergency departments disproportionately provide care to patients with OUD and other substance use disorders, who may present for emergency care with concerns directly related or unrelated to their opioid use, and their presentation may reveal their misuse of opioids or not. (Martin & Mitchell 2018) Identifying OUD in ED patients when opioid misuse is not explicit in their presentation, linking their signs and symptoms to opioid misuse, initiating harm reduction practices, and moving appropriate patients to addiction treatment has the potential to significantly improve health outcomes.

A variety of opioid misuse screening tools are available, though tools developed for clinic environments may not perform well in the ED. (Duber 2018, Chalmers 2019, Sahota 2018) The abbreviated NIDA Quick Screen uses a single drug use question: “How many times in the past year have you used an illegal drug or used a prescription medication for nonmedical reasons?” can be asked by any staff member in an acute care environment. (Smith 2010, Hawk 2018) Patients who screen positively should be assessed more specifically for substance use disorders and offered appropriate treatment and harm reduction measures.

Q19. Which patients should be considered for emergency department-based buprenorphine initiation?

All patients with opioid use disorder who are not already in an MAT program (methadone, buprenorphine, or naltrexone) should be considered for ED-initiated buprenorphine. The more the patient is being harmed by opioids, the more the potential benefit of buprenorphine treatment. Nearly all people who use street opioids should therefore be offered buprenorphine, as should patients who present after nonfatal overdose, having demonstrated the highest risk. Patients experiencing opioid withdrawal are particularly susceptible to opioid harms and prompt treatment with buprenorphine is indicated in this group.
Q20. In which patients should emergency department-based buprenorphine initiation be avoided, or used with particular caution?

Buprenorphine predominantly causes harm in two ways: buprenorphine-precipitated withdrawal (BPW) and buprenorphine toxicity. BPW is more likely in patients with insufficiently severe opioid withdrawal and in patients who take long-acting opioids, especially methadone (Q21). Patients with opioid withdrawal who are on methadone maintenance should generally be treated with methadone rather than buprenorphine (Q46).

Buprenorphine toxicity is similar to toxicity associated with full agonist opioids, but consequential respiratory depression is much less likely than with full agonists (Q8). Buprenorphine is more likely to cause dangerous respiratory depression in patients taking CNS depressants such as benzodiazepines or alcohol, patients with advanced cardiorespiratory disease or sleep apnea, or the very old or young. Sedative-intoxicated patients should be observed for a period of metabolism and reassessed for appropriateness of buprenorphine treatment.

The likelihood of harm from buprenorphine must be weighed against the likelihood of harm from withholding buprenorphine. The latter will in many cases cause the patient to use full agonist opioids that are almost always more dangerous than buprenorphine. The patients who are most likely to be harmed by buprenorphine are usually at the highest risk to be harmed by full agonists (especially street opioids) and are therefore also the most likely to benefit from buprenorphine treatment (Q36).

Q21. How can sufficient spontaneous (abstinence-induced) opioid withdrawal be assured, so that buprenorphine-precipitated withdrawal is avoided?

Avoiding BPW is an important consideration in initiating buprenorphine therapy. The 36-point Clinical Opiate Withdrawal Scale (COWS) is most often used as a measure of OWS severity, with minimum recommended COWS scores ranging from 8 to 13 in order to initiate buprenorphine treatment. The more severe the patient’s OWS, the less likely BPW will occur and the better buprenorphine therapy will be received. Patients who use long-acting opioids and patients who have more “subjective” features driving their COWS score should wait until the development of a higher COWS score (≥13) or the development of objective signs of OWS.

As a rule of thumb, patients who use short acting opioids (e.g. heroin) should wait 8-12 hours since last use; patients who use extended-release opioids (e.g. Oxycontin, MS-contin) should wait 24 hours, and patients who use methadone should wait >72 hours.

Q22. What ancillary testing should be done prior to or during ED-initiated buprenorphine?
Once an appropriate patient has been identified using a directed history and physical exam, no ancillary tests are required to initiate buprenorphine. Downstream addiction providers will often test their patients for pregnancy, HIV and Hepatitis C, LFTs, and urine toxicology, however this does not need to be done in the acute care setting and should not delay the first dose of buprenorphine.

OUD patients often have co-occurring medical, psychiatric, and social concerns, and many of these patients benefit from a more comprehensive assessment to identify and manage these conditions; however, such an assessment is not needed in advance of or during buprenorphine initiation.

Q23. How should emergency clinicians dose buprenorphine?

Pathways developed for office-based psychiatry practice classically call for small initiation doses (2 mg), but ED experience suggests larger doses on day #1 may be superior, as larger doses are safe, more likely to extinguish cravings, and extend buprenorphine’s duration of action. (Herring 2019) We recommend 4-8 mg SL buprenorphine as the first dose, based on the severity of withdrawal (Figure 1).

Figure 1: ED Initiation of Buprenorphine
If, 30-60 minutes after the first dose, the patient feels entirely better and has reliable access (via prescription or clinic appointment) to the second dose on day #2, initiation is complete. If the patient is still experiencing OWS after the first dose or may not be able to obtain the second dose before withdrawal or cravings recur, we recommend administration of additional buprenorphine to bring the total day #1 dose to 16-32 mg, with a target of 16 mg appropriate for most ED patients who present with OWS. Doses higher than 16 mg offer increased relief of withdrawal, extended protection from cravings, and protection from toxicity from full agonist opioids. However, the risk of over-sedation and respiratory depression is increased at higher doses, especially if the patient uses other sedatives. Although high-dose buprenorphine initiation has been demonstrated to be safe in a variety of settings, (Kutz 2001, Ahmadi 2016, Ang-Lee 2006, Ahmadi 2018) there is little ED-based literature to support this practice.
At the time of reassessment after the first dose, if the patient's signs and symptoms are not improved or worsen, the provider should consider non-OWS etiologies (e.g. sedative/alcohol withdrawal, intoxication, infection) as well as precipitated withdrawal (Q39).

Q24. How long should ED-initiated buprenorphine patients be observed and what adverse effects can occur?

Though serious adverse events when using buprenorphine to treat OUD are rare, we recommend that patients be observed for 30-60 minutes after each administered dose to monitor for oversedation. The most common adverse effect is nausea, which can be difficult to distinguish from nausea related to OWS. The usual antiemetics, such as ondansetron 4-8 mg, are effective. Longer periods of observation are prudent for patients with complicating factors such as serious co-occurring medical disease, older age, or non-opioid co-intoxication. While the treatment of patients with OUD does not require hospital admission, OUD patients with unstable medical, psychiatric, or social illness may benefit from inpatient management.

Q25. How can buprenorphine be initiated in patients not yet in sufficient withdrawal?

Opioid-dependent patients who do not demonstrate signs of moderate to severe OWS are at risk for buprenorphine-precipitated withdrawal if initiated too early. The preferred approach for many of these patients is home initiation with a prescription for buprenorphine (Q32), specific instructions, and outpatient follow-up. Alternatively, insufficiently withdrawing patients can be observed in the ED for the development of moderate OWS or placed in an ED-based observation pathway. (Dunkley 2019) This group includes patients who present with opioid intoxication. Like many intoxicated patients, they should be observed for a period of time to allow metabolism and reassessed for suitability for OUD treatment when sober.

Q26. How can buprenorphine be initiated in patients who have completed their period of physical withdrawal?

Patients who have been abstinent for longer than a few days to weeks may be “fully detoxed” and no longer experiencing OWS. However, most still experience dangerous cravings, which contribute to relapse. These patients are no longer physically dependent on opioids and therefore not at risk for BPW; they may be treated promptly with buprenorphine and referred for comprehensive addiction care, ideally with a buprenorphine prescription. Tolerance may be reduced in this group, therefore an initial dose of 2-4 mg SL is reasonable. However, patients who have completed physiologic withdrawal within the last 1-2 weeks may not yet have significantly decreased tolerance, and augmenting the first dose based on patient response, with a goal of 8-16 mg on day number one, may prove optimal when studied further.

Q27. How can buprenorphine be initiated in patients who decline buprenorphine in the ED?
Patients may decline buprenorphine because of misconceptions about MAT (e.g. “replacing one addiction with another”) that can be addressed in the ED. Some patients who decline buprenorphine wish to continue to use street opioids. These patients should be offered harm reduction services (Q5) and encouraged to return to the ED when they are ready to transition to recovery. Other patients decline buprenorphine based on an unwillingness to endure the period of time until development of sufficient opioid withdrawal that is conventionally required to initiate buprenorphine. These patients may be successfully transitioned to buprenorphine over a period of 4-8 days using very small, gradually increased doses as they continue to use full agonist opioids. (Hammig 2016, Klaire 2018, Kornfeld 2015, Raheemullah 2019) This microdosing technique allows for buprenorphine initiation without withdrawal but presently has a limited evidentiary base and is therefore of uncertain effectiveness.

Q28. What is the appropriate disposition for patients treated with buprenorphine in the ED?

Very few patients treated with buprenorphine require inpatient management for their OWS or OUD. Hospitalization may be required to manage co-occurring severe alcohol or sedative use disorder, or coincident medical, psychiatric, or social concerns.

Q29. Which patients discharged from the emergency department after buprenorphine initiation should receive a buprenorphine prescription?

Unless immediate follow-up with a buprenorphine prescriber is available, most patients treated with buprenorphine in the ED should have their treatment extended with a buprenorphine prescription to avoid gaps in therapy that allow relapse to street opioid use. (D’Onofrio 2015, D’Onofrio 2017, Duber 2018)

Providers may be concerned that buprenorphine prescribed or dispensed out of the ED will be sold on the black market. While this practice is illegal and not condoned, concerns around buprenorphine diversion should not discourage prescribing. This is because illegally-obtained buprenorphine is primarily used for its intended purpose of preventing opioid withdrawal in patients with OUD and not as an abused substance. (Cicero 2018, Carroll 2018, Schuman 2010, Doernberg 2019)

If buprenorphine cannot be prescribed (e.g. because no waivered prescribers are available), cannot be filled, or is determined to be inappropriate, patients should be instructed to return to the ED as needed for further administered doses as covered by the 3 day rule (Q15).

Q30. How can providers improve the likelihood that a patient will be able to fill a prescription for buprenorphine?
The ability to pay for buprenorphine should be discussed with patients. Depending on the insurer and state, some buprenorphine formulations may require prior authorization, which is sometimes difficult to arrange from the ED but social work, case management and pharmacy services may be able to coordinate patient resources with payers and pharmacies, as well as facilitate transportation if needed. Delays and denials are reduced by developing streamlined prescribing and dispensing processes with local pharmacies and the hospital outpatient pharmacy. (Kripalani 2008)

Different insurances cover different formulations and may require specific indications; if the EHR allows, we recommend a standardized discharge prescription that includes language to improve the odds of success, including the DEA-X number directly on the prescription to assist the pharmacy. (Figure 2)

**Figure 2: Sample Buprenorphine Prescription**

Patient: Susan Doe  
Date of Birth: January 20, 1970  
Address: 3 Pain Place, Sundown, NY 12740  

Buprenorphine-Naloxone 8/2 mg tabs  
1 tablet SL BID  
Dispense x 14 tabs  

Maximum Dose: 16 mg/day  
Indication: Emergency treatment of opioid use disorder  
May substitute strips for tabs  
May use generic  
No refills  

Prescriber: Dr. Clarence King  
15 Doctor Way, Coxsackie, NY 12051  
NPI: 123456789  
DEA: XK1234567  

Many patients have difficulty filling their first buprenorphine prescription; a charity buprenorphine program, which provides an initial supply of buprenorphine tablets, is a powerful discharge strategy if available.
Q31. What is the appropriate prescribed dose of buprenorphine?

Most patients stabilize on 8-24 mg/day. For simplicity, we recommend 16 mg per day as an initial prescription for most patients discharged after initiation of buprenorphine in the ED.

Q32. How can buprenorphine be prescribed for home initiation, for patients who do not receive buprenorphine in the ED?

We recommend a simplified home initiation regimen of 4 mg once the patient is in adequate withdrawal, followed by 4 mg every 2 hours as needed for ongoing withdrawal symptoms, to a maximum of 24 mg on day #1, followed by 8 mg twice per day on days #2 and beyond. Patients should be advised to return to the ED or a buprenorphine provider if symptoms worsen after taking a dose. Providing a home initiation patient information handout is recommended; home initiation mobile apps have been developed to guide patients and other resources also exist.

Q33. How should patients be linked to outpatient comprehensive addiction care?

The stronger the link to ongoing care, the more likely the patient will succeed. An ideal warm handoff includes provider-to-provider verbal communication to establish explicit and exact follow-up details including a plan for contingencies such as inability to fill a prescription or get to an appointment. If synchronous transfer of care is infeasible, a written or voicemail referral should include patient name and date of birth, insurance status, co-occurring substance use, mental health, medical and social conditions, what medications were given to the patient and prescribed from the ED, test results, and follow-up plan. Pre-arranged standing weekly appointments or walk-in hours with local treatment centers that are available to ED patients facilitate access to outpatient care.

Advocates referred to as peers, recovery coaches, or advisors may offer essential support to patients striving to establish addiction services. (Waye 2019, Jack 2017) Bridge clinics, which can be staffed by emergency clinicians, offer flexible scheduling to smooth the transition from emergency to outpatient care. (Martin 2018, Weiner 2019) Patients should be encouraged to return to the ED promptly if existing support is failing.

Q34. What discharge instructions should be given to patients initiated with buprenorphine in the ED?

Discharge instructions following buprenorphine initiation should be directed at a fifth grade reading level and include visual guidance where possible. Relevant topics include a description of how buprenorphine works and why opioid substitution treatment is more effective than abstinence, specific guidance on sublingual administration, cautions around
buprenorphine-precipitated withdrawal, and warnings regarding concomitant use of sedatives. In addition to follow-up appointment details, advice on safe medication storage, particularly regarding children and theft, and dangerous side effects and indications for return to the ED should be included.

Q35. Should emergency clinicians use buprenorphine to treat OUD patients who are unwilling or unlikely to continue with long-term buprenorphine treatment or enter into outpatient addiction care?

Clinicians may be reluctant to use buprenorphine in the ED to treat opioid withdrawal when follow-up care with an outpatient buprenorphine prescriber or addiction clinic is not assured. However, though ongoing comprehensive addiction care is the goal for all OUD patients, the balance of benefit and harm strongly favors buprenorphine therapy for almost all patients not already in a methadone program who present for care in opioid withdrawal. (Bhatraju 2017, Henricksen 2018) Buprenorphine is markedly safer than full agonists (such as methadone or hydromorphone) if the patient uses street opioids or sedatives after discharge. (Walsh 1994, Umbricht 2004, Foster 2013) The alternative, which is to discharge the patient without treating withdrawal or to use comparatively ineffective non-agonists (e.g. clonidine) to treat withdrawal, impels the patient to use street opioids, which have become progressively dangerous due to unpredictable adulteration with fentanyl among other critical hazards. (Gowing 2017, Raistrick 2005, White 2001, Meader 2010) Even if it is likely that the patient will ultimately return to street opioids, buprenorphine provides comparative safety from overdose, craving, and withdrawal during its therapeutic interval, as well as a period for the patient to contemplate recovery. (Carter 2019)

Initiating buprenorphine in patients who do not have immediate access to comprehensive addiction care makes successful transition to recovery significantly more likely than waiting for the establishment of such care. (Sigmon 2016, Streck 2018) Psychosocial counseling, when added to buprenorphine, does not improve outcomes over buprenorphine treatment alone. (Martin & Chiodo 2018, Pierce 2016, Amato 2011) The initiation of buprenorphine treatment should therefore not be withheld for concern that the patient will not have access to behavioral treatments or support. Note that US regulations stipulate that a referral to outpatient addiction care is required whenever buprenorphine is initiated or prescribed out of the ED (Q16).

Q36. Should emergency clinicians use buprenorphine to treat OUD patients who in addition to opioids use sedatives such as alcohol or benzodiazepines, other recreational substances, or have concomitant psychiatric illness?

The likelihood of harm from buprenorphine increases with concomitant sedative use, but treating these patients with buprenorphine is much safer than the patient using full opioid agonists concomitantly with sedatives. The FDA recommends that buprenorphine “should not be withheld from patients taking benzodiazepines or other drugs that depress the central nervous system.” (FDA 2017) Psychiatric disease and use of other recreational substances such
as cocaine are common among OUD patients and do not contraindicate buprenorphine treatment. They do indicate the need to implement coordinated addiction and psychiatric treatment modalities in addition to buprenorphine therapy.

Q37. Should emergency clinicians use buprenorphine to treat OUD patients who have been in buprenorphine treatment in the past, but have now returned to street or prescription opioid misuse?

Like many chronic diseases, opioid addiction is characterized by relapse that is often due to psychosocial stressors or interruptions in access to treatment. Relapse is not a failure of therapy and many patients with a history of relapse during buprenorphine therapy will move to sustained recovery with subsequent treatment attempts. (Henricksen 2018) Prior exposure to buprenorphine increases the likelihood of future success in buprenorphine treatment (Cunningham 2013) and a history of relapse during buprenorphine (or any other) treatment for addiction should not discourage re-initiation of buprenorphine for an otherwise suitable patient. (Martin & Chiodo 2018)

Q38. How should emergency clinicians counsel OUD patients (or their loved ones) who are concerned that buprenorphine therapy is ‘replacing one addiction with another’ or concerned about long-term buprenorphine use?

Clinicians, families, and OUD patients themselves often believe that opioid addiction is the result of bad choices or a failure of willpower that can be overcome with determination and coaching, similar to how victims of emotional trauma benefit from peer support groups and psychosocial therapy. In fact, opioid addiction is an organic brain syndrome that induces neurochemical changes, which for many OUD patients requires long periods of agonist treatment to reverse, if they are reversible at all. Morbidity and mortality in OUD patients arises from acquisition harms, the risky (and sometimes illegal) actions desperately carried out to ensure continued supply of opioids and prevent withdrawal; injection harms from injecting nonsterile compounds with nonsterile needles; and street drug harms resulting from using illicitly manufactured and unregulated chemicals of unknown potency and safety. These addiction harms are abolished by transitioning patients to MAT which, rather than substituting one addiction for another, replaces addiction with dependence. Like people who take daily insulin or thyroxine, people who take daily prescribed buprenorphine are dependent on buprenorphine; however buprenorphine-maintained OUD patients are freed from addiction harms and often able to return to much more normal, productive, healthy lives.

Though some buprenorphine-maintained patients are able to cease buprenorphine therapy and successfully achieve abstinence recovery, it is more common for OUD patients who are weaned from MAT to relapse, which is very dangerous. (Sordo 2017, Weiss 2011) Many if not most patients on buprenorphine maintenance are best served by and do very well on indefinite agonist treatment; SAMHSA recommends that “Patients should take buprenorphine as long as they benefit from it and wish to continue.” (SAMHSA TIP 63, Weiss 2015)
Q39. How should buprenorphine-precipitated withdrawal be managed in the emergency department?

It is preferable to prevent buprenorphine-precipitated withdrawal (BPW) rather than treat it, by assuring that an opioid-dependent person is in an adequate state of spontaneous (abstinence-related) withdrawal prior to initiation of buprenorphine. However, unpredictable pharmacology and patient variability will lead to occasional cases of BPW even with appropriate care. A patient may also present to the ED with BPW either from using prescribed or non-prescribed buprenorphine.

The optimal treatment of BPW is an active area of inquiry and there are presently minimal clinical data to guide practice; recommendations are therefore based predominantly on consensus. Scant data suggest that BPW is less likely to develop when higher doses of buprenorphine are initially used, and many experts report successful treatment of BPW using higher doses of buprenorphine (Strain 1995, Whitley 2010). The sole relevant guideline stipulates a maximum dose of 16 mg (Kraus 2011), however higher doses (24-32 mg) are considered safe (Umbricht 2004, Ciraulo 2006) and may be effective when lower doses fail to alleviate BPW symptoms.

If a patient who experiences BPW declines higher doses of buprenorphine, BPW can be treated with non-agonist therapies such as clonidine, ondansetron, and loperamide (Table 3). For mild cases of BPW, it may be prudent to hold further treatments of any sort in favor of observation. Another attempt to initiate buprenorphine can be made after a period where the patient continues to metabolize the full agonist opioids in their system, with the hope that the next attempt to treat with buprenorphine will not precipitate withdrawal.

Q40. How should emergency clinicians manage patients who have naloxone-precipitated withdrawal?

Abstinence-related opioid withdrawal is generally gradual in onset, moderate in peak intensity, and persists for several days. Withdrawal precipitated by the administration of naloxone (NPW), usually to a patient with a presumed opioid overdose, peaks more quickly in intensity and is of greater severity. Naloxone delivered intravenously precipitates an abrupt and severe withdrawal syndrome and is complete by about 45 minutes. After administration of naloxone by the intranasal or intramuscular route, the severity of withdrawal is moderate and lasts about 75 minutes. (Kim 2015) Given the increasing availability of naloxone for bystander use, the need to manage NPW in the ED is likely going to increase.

The optimal treatment of a patient with naloxone-precipitated withdrawal remains undefined but is guided by both the clinical severity and expected duration. The initial approach includes verbal encouragement and assurance that the effects will be short lived. Maintaining
professional composure despite a patient’s disruptive behavior (due to their discomfort and craving) is important to promote de-escalation.

Symptomatic care may prove sufficient until the naloxone effect abates. Pharmacologic therapies include antiemetics, short-acting benzodiazepines and antipsychotics such as haloperidol. (Herring 2019A) Ketamine may be useful in the management of severe withdrawal that is inadequately responsive to traditional non-agonist treatments. (Jovaisa 2006, Jones 2018) Due to concern for aspiration, caution must be exercised in administering sedating medications to patients who are actively vomiting. (Kim 2015)

Autonomic effects, such as tachycardia and hypertension, can be improved using an alpha-2 agonist sympatholytic such as clonidine or lofexidine (PO) or dexmedetomidine (IV). (Rosen 1996, Walsh 2003, Albertson 2014) Lofexidine is recently approved and has not yet been shown to be cost effective. (Herring 2019A²)

Cravings associated with precipitated opioid withdrawal are most effectively mitigated through the administration of an opioid agonist. However, the presence of naloxone on the mu-opioid receptor will limit the effect of an opioid agonist. Although higher doses of an agonist such as fentanyl can overcome the opioid receptor blockade, (Neale 2015) the duration of the agonist effect may exceed that of naloxone, resulting in potentially dangerous recrudescence of opioid intoxication.

Buprenorphine, given its high receptor affinity, may successfully compete with naloxone and mitigate the precipitated opioid withdrawal syndrome. There are few data to support this use, but buprenorphine has been reported to quell withdrawal in a single ED patient who had received intranasal naloxone following a fentanyl and heroin overdose, (Herring 2019B), patients with naltrexone-precipitated opioid withdrawal, (Urban) and in a case of planned naloxone-precipitated withdrawal done to facilitate buprenorphine initiation. (Phillips 2019) Successful use of buprenorphine in this context simultaneously alleviates the effects of NPW and bridges the patient to buprenorphine maintenance recovery. However, such treatment carries the theoretical risk of replacing NPW with longer-lasting BPW, as well as the risk of dangerous respiratory depression if the patient used non-opioid sedatives in addition to opioids. Providers considering the use of buprenorphine to treat NPW must be prepared to manage BPW and respiratory depression, and should proceed only after explicit patient consent, given the paucity of literature on this practice.

Effective treatment of patients with NPW not only alleviates suffering and makes the immediate use of dangerous street opioids less likely, it allows the clinician to engage the patient in harm reduction efforts (Q5) and facilitates a discussion of a possible move to recovery with MAT.

Q41: How should prescription drug monitoring programs be used in emergency care?
Prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMPs) are state-administered databases that report a patient’s history of dispensed controlled substance prescriptions, including opioids and benzodiazepines. (Pew 2016) PDMPs are now in place in all fifty states, (NAMSDL 2017) and many of the limitations of PDMPs that were present in the past (e.g. delayed time from prescription fill to appearing in the database and lack of interstate data sharing) (Griggs 2015) are largely resolved. Several states now mandate PDMP access, and at least 25 states that require the PDMP be checked prior to the first opioid prescription a given clinician prescribes to a patient (Haffajee 2015, NAMSDL 2019). Despite their ubiquity and state-based mandates, the role of PDMPs in EM practice remains unclear.

Prior work suggests that ED clinicians who intend to prescribe opioids to patients are not accurate in their determination of which patients have obtained multiple opioid prescriptions from multiple providers, highlighting how PDMP access supplements information available to the clinician (Weiner 2013). Other studies demonstrate that viewing PDMP information is not associated with reductions in ED opioid prescribing, perhaps indicating enhanced confidence when the clinician writes an opioid prescription (Sun 2018, McAllister 2015, Khobrani 2019).

PDMPs have several limitations that may undermine their efficacy in acute care settings. Firstly, interpretation of a PDMP profile is in part subjective, which leads to inconsistent decision-making about opioid prescribing (Hoppe 2015) and creates a situation where the clinician must be both the “judge and jury” for a patient in pain (Hoppe 2013). There have been attempts to reduce this subjectivity by providing numerical scores which correlate with overdose death risk but they have not been validated prospectively (Huizenga 2016). A second limitation is that PDMPs capture only prescriptions that are written for a specific individual. They do not report controlled substances obtained from diverted sources; one study found that only 36% of patients with self-reported nonmedical use of prescription opioids had a reported prescription in the PDMP, (Hawk 2018) The third limitation is that because methadone for OUD is obtained through federally-regulated opioid treatment programs it does not appear on the PDMP. Lastly, diverted or illicit opioid use is of course not reflected in the PDMP; many people who use heroin or illicitly-obtained prescription opioids will have reassuring PDMP queries.

As a result, the PDMP should be used as a tool that is specific only for certain types of aberrant medication-related behavior, such as those patients who obtain multiple prescribed controlled substances from multiple providers or receive large amounts of prescribed opioids that are then diverted. The PDMP should be accessed prior to a prescription written for an opioid or benzodiazepine, in order to detect and avoid multiple simultaneous opioid prescriptions or dangerous drug combinations. A PDMP query may influence MAT initiation decisions and is recommended prior to administering or prescribing buprenorphine (and is required by law in some states).

If OUD or diversion is suspected from the PDMP profile, sharing that information with the patient and referring them to the appropriate treatment resources is indicated (Marco 2016). Even with a concerning profile, opioid prescribing may still be appropriate for a patient with pain; PDMP data should be used as one part of a complete evaluation that also takes into account other clinical factors. Conversely, given that some opioid naïve patients who are
prescribed opioids will progress to long-term use (Shah 2017), a PDMP profile without prior opioid prescriptions may highlight even higher stakes for that patient than a patient with existing misuse—a careful calculation of the benefits and harms of prescribing an opioid is indicated in the service of keeping opioid naïve patients opioid naïve (Q1). (Nelson 2015)

Q42. How should emergency clinicians manage patients maintained on buprenorphine who have acute pain from illness or injury?

There are several strategies to provide additional analgesia for patients maintained on buprenorphine. The best strategy is to maximize non-pharmacologic and non-opioid analgesic modalities such as NSAIDs, acetaminophen, and local/regional anesthesia techniques where applicable. This can progress to parenteral non-opioids such as intravenous lidocaine, dexmedetomidine, and especially analgesic-dose ketamine, which has demonstrated effectiveness in severe acute pain. (Ahern 2015, Karlow 2018, Lyon 2018)

Additionally, the daily buprenorphine dose can be divided into smaller more frequent dosing, which augments buprenorphine’s analgesic effect. Whereas QD or BID is usual therapy for opioid use disorder, the total daily SL buprenorphine dose can be split to TID or QID when enhanced analgesia is required (Childers 2012, Sen 2016). Augmenting the divided daily dose with additional buprenorphine by the SL, IV, or IM route may be effective, though high doses (16-32 mg) may be required (Huhn 2019). Experience and data are limited, but it is reasonable to supplement the patient’s divided daily dose with additional 2-8 mg sublingual buprenorphine every 1-2 hours, or 0.3-0.6 mg intravenous/intramuscular buprenorphine every 10-20 minutes. Patients receiving significantly augmented doses of buprenorphine should be monitored for hypoventilation.

Alternatively or in addition to non-opioid analgesia and divided/augmented buprenorphine, providers may add a high-affinity full-agonist opioid such as fentanyl to the patient’s usual buprenorphine dose. Hydromorphone is often recommended in this context but is more euphoric than alternatives, which may make it more likely to precipitate relapse in the OUD patient in buprenorphine-maintained recovery. Because of profound tolerance often present in OUD patients and the buprenorphine blockade effect from partial agonism, bup-maintained patients may require very high doses of full agonist opioid to achieve a therapeutic effect, (Oviedo-Joekes 2016, Huhn 2019) especially if their daily buprenorphine dose is ≥16 mg/day. Because most emergency clinicians are not willing to titrate full agonist opioids to these doses in a clinically relevant timeframe, and because of the as-yet unquantified relapse risk inherent in this practice, we recommend focusing on non-opioid modalities and optimizing buprenorphine dosing in this patient group. If full agonists are used, as with any patient receiving high opioid doses, ventilation should be closely monitored.

Buprenorphine-maintained patients being discharged with acutely painful conditions should be managed with maximal non-opioid analgesia in addition to dividing their daily buprenorphine dose to TID-QID. If these strategies are thought to be inadequate for pain control, outpatient analgesia should be coordinated with the patient’s buprenorphine prescriber.
It is important for acute care clinicians to recognize the shift in expert consensus around preoperative analgesic planning for buprenorphine-maintained patients. Whereas these patients were previously weaned from buprenorphine in anticipation of treating operative pain with full agonist opioids, recent guidance recommends the continuation of at least 8 mg SL buprenorphine per day throughout the preoperative and postoperative period, supplementing analgesia with nonopioid and full agonist modalities, similar to the strategies described above. (Quaye 2018, Lembke 2018, Silva 2016, Harrison 2018)

**Q43. How should emergency clinicians manage acute moderate or severe pain in a patient with a history of opioid use disorder, now in abstinence recovery (not taking methadone or buprenorphine)?**

Despite the evidence to support MAT in patients in recovery from opioid use disorder, many patients opt for non-pharmacological management through counseling, peer support, or 12-step programs. Balancing the priority to do no harm while still providing effective pain management in patients in abstinence-based opioid addiction recovery is a complex and poorly understood clinical problem. Exposing these patients to opioids may precipitate relapse, as may the stress and trauma of an acute painful event (Volkow 2016) or poorly controlled pain. (Larson 2007)

Non-opioid and non-pharmacological pain management strategies are strongly favored in this group. (*Table 7*) If opioids are required to treat pain inadequately managed with opioid alternatives, a very short course of a less euphoriant opioid (e.g. favoring oral morphine over hydromorphone and oxycodone) should be utilized (*Q1*). (Ward 2018) A short course of analgesic dose buprenorphine, which is less euphoriant than full agonists, may also be effective and appropriate. Optimal dosing of buprenorphine for analgesia in non-tolerant patients is uncertain but significantly lower than that used to treat OUD; 250-500 mcg SL BID is reasonable but may require splitting 2 mg tablets or strips into quarters or eighths. (Vlock 2019) Note that currently this is an off-label indication, and the existing buprenorphine products for analgesia are only indicated for patients with chronic pain requiring around-the-clock analgesia.

An empathetic and honest discussion that carefully delineates the likely potential benefits and harms that accompany the use of an opioid should frame a shared decision-making process. The value of formal informed consent is unknown, but given the risk associated with the use of opioids in this patient group, it is suggested. (Cheatle 2012)

**Q44. How should emergency clinicians treat exacerbations of chronic pain in patients who take daily prescription opioids?**

Patients may present to acute care settings with exacerbations of their chronic pain, or acute on chronic pain. Patients taking daily prescription opioids should optimally be managed by a single provider who monitors opioid effectiveness and harm under a formal patient-provider
agreement. (CDC 2016, AAEM position paper) Guidelines across a variety of disciplines stipulate that acute care providers managing patients with chronic pain should avoid administering opioids or altering existing opioid regimens, and rather use multimodal non-opioid and non-pharmacologic analgesic treatments until the patients can be evaluated by their pain medicine provider. (Motov 2018, CDC 2016, ACEP Cantrill 2012)

Current evidence and guidelines suggest that patients with chronic pain are more likely to be harmed than benefited by opioid therapy. (Dowell 2016 CDC, Yi 2015, Juurlink 2012, Manchikanti 2012 Part 1 and 2, Chou 2015, Busse 2018). Table 7 presents treatment options for emergency clinicians caring for patients with chronic pain. (Quaseem 2017, Motov 2018)

The American Academy of Emergency Medicine (AAEM) and the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) guidelines for emergency clinicians managing chronic pain recommend that clinicians avoid prescribing opioids for acute exacerbations of chronic pain, that existing opioid prescriptions not be refilled, and that lost, destroyed, or stolen opioid prescriptions not be replaced. If opioids are prescribed for exacerbations of chronic pain, acute care clinicians should prescribe a small number of immediate-release tablets after a discussion with the patient’s primary analgesic provider when possible.

Patients who take daily prescribed opioids for chronic non-terminal pain live on a spectrum of opioid benefit and harm. (Table 8) Patients who are stably benefiting from their ongoing opioid therapy should be managed similarly to patients who are stably benefiting from any prescription therapy, whereas patients who are likely being harmed by daily opioid use should be counselled on these harms and encouraged to take steps with their prescribing provider(s) to mitigate them. These steps may include slowly reducing their daily opioid dose or being treated for addiction.

Table 7: Non-Opioid Analgesics and Modalities for Chronic Pain Management in the ED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non opioid</th>
<th>Non-pharmacologic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ketamine</td>
<td>Physical therapy and exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haloperidol</td>
<td>Osteopathic manipulative therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabapentin</td>
<td>Treatment of a coexisting mood disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidocaine 4% or 5% topical patch</td>
<td>Biofeedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketorolac or ibuprofen + acetaminophen</td>
<td>Cognitive behavior therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger point injection</td>
<td>Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional anesthesia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Lower paracervical blocks (for headache or orofacial pain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Sphenopalatine ganglion block (for headache)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Likelihood of Benefit and Harm in Patients Taking Daily Opioids for Chronic Pain
### Benefit Likely Exceeds Harm

- Single prescriber
- Stable dose
- Low dose
- Infrequent visits for breakthrough pain
- High occupational/social function
- No opioid misuse
- No evidence of addiction

### Harm Likely Exceeds Benefit

- Multiple prescribers
- Escalating dose
- High dose (> 90 MME/day)
- Frequent visits for breakthrough pain
- Use of CNS depressants or stimulants
- Poor occupational/social function
- Evidence of misuse (uses higher doses than prescribed, uses prescribed opioids in a way other than as prescribed, uses non-prescribed opioids or other psychotropic medications, uses illicit/street drugs)
- Evidence of addiction (compulsive use, use despite harmful consequences)

---

**Q45. How should emergency clinicians manage pain at the end of life?**

Many patients undergoing palliative or hospice care report undertreatment of their pain at the end of life. Opioid harms—especially long-term use harms—are less important in this context and end of life pain should be treated aggressively in a multi-modal approach that often includes opioids. Patients with pain at the end of life may benefit from early engagement of hospice or palliative care services. (ACEP 2015, Deandrea 2008, DeSandre 2018)

**Q46. How should emergency clinicians manage patients on methadone maintenance who have missed their usual methadone dose?**

Methadone is a long acting full mu-receptor agonist effective in the treatment of OUD and is dispensed at designated clinics (outpatient treatment centers, OTPs) where patients on methadone maintenance treatment (MMT) receive their daily dose. Methadone can only be prescribed for addiction by credentialed clinicians in the context of an OTP, but can be prescribed for pain without these constraints, and methadone prescribed for pain contributes disproportionately to opioid overdose mortality. (Chou 2014) Patients on MMT may present to the ED for an unrelated concern that caused them to miss their daily dose, or because they missed one or more doses and are requesting a dose be dispensed in the ED.

Methadone is more abuse-prone and far more dangerous than buprenorphine and most other full agonist opioids; clinicians must therefore approach the patient with missed methadone dose with more caution. (Faul 2017) Methadone metabolism varies across patients but most patients can miss a single day’s dose of methadone with no or minimal opioid withdrawal while
awaiting their next clinic visit. Patients who miss their clinic dose and present without evidence of withdrawal can therefore be discharged with reassurance.

If significant withdrawal is present, we recommend treatment with 10 mg IM or 20 mg PO, both of which are safe, and sufficient to ameliorate OWS. (Su 2018) The IM route is advantageous in this context for guaranteed absorption, especially in the vomiting patient. Patients should generally not be administered their full daily dose even after dose confirmation with the OTP, particularly if discharge is anticipated. This is because the actual methadone dose the patient takes may be different than the prescribed clinic dose; providing the prescribed clinic dose may therefore result in dangerous toxicity. Furthermore, while a withdrawal suppression dose may be administered in the ED, because the ED is not an OTP, the ED is not authorized to provide the patient’s full “OUD treatment” dose.

Non-agonists can also be used to manage withdrawal (Table 3), however we do not recommend that patients be discharged with objective signs of OWS, as they are at high risk to self-treat with street opioids. Additionally, the threshold to administer methadone to treat MMT patients apprehended by law enforcement should be low, as these patients may be unable to access their daily dose for some time.

Q47. How should emergency clinicians manage patients on methadone maintenance who have acute moderate to severe pain from intercurrent illness or injury?

Methadone does not have the degree of opioid “blockade” of buprenorphine. After a discussion with the patient’s OTP, if the patient is to be admitted to the hospital, the patient should receive their daily dose of methadone, which can be divided bid or tid to improve its analgesic effect, and additional opioid or non-opioid analgesia can be used to treat pain. Patients on daily methadone are often hyperalgesic (more sensitive to pain) and often have a narrow therapeutic window (the effective analgesic dose of an opioid is close to the dose that causes dangerous toxicity); the treatment of acute severe pain in MMT patients therefore requires careful titration, ideally in a closely monitored setting. A multi-modal analgesic strategy (Table 7) is advised and involvement of a pain or addiction specialist may be helpful.

Q48. How can emergency department administrators encourage best practices related to opioid prescribing and reduction of opioid related harms?

Patterns of opioid prescribing result from learned behaviors, such as during training or arising from departmental culture. Efforts to change opioid prescribing behavior in EM has predominantly taken three forms: benchmarking reports, guidelines, and clinical “nudges.”

Benchmarking reports show providers their prescribing habits compared to their peers; presenting individual and comparison prescribing data can result in significant practice improvements. (Michael 2018, Boyle 2019, Burton 2017) When benchmarking, it is ideal to standardize reporting with a defined denominator, for example the number of patients discharged by that provider or per 100 patients discharged by similar prescribers. A comparison
of pill counts per prescription can also be valuable. Focus should be on providers who are above or below one standard deviation from the mean. Transparent reports that allow providers to compare their prescribing practices openly to their peers may have a greater effect than anonymized reports. (Friedman 2017)

National, regional, hospital, and departmental guidelines can be helpful to standardize care and promulgate best practice recommendations, and have been linked to decreased opioid use. (Weiner 2017, Fox 2013, Beaudoin 2017, Chacko 2017, Del Portal 2015, Kahler 2017, Olsen 2016, Osborne 2016) Multiple societies have released opioid prescribing guidelines relevant to emergency medicine; (Cantrill 2012, Motov 2018, Busse 2017, Herzig 2018, Dowell 2016) key recommendations from the AAEM guideline are excerpted in Table 9. Opioid prescribing policies summarized on publicly displayed posters can reassure patients that they are not being treated differently than others.* (Nagel 2018, Kilaru 2014)

Table 9: Excerpts from the AAEM analgesia guideline

When patients present to the ED with an exacerbation of chronic pain, the clinician should favor non-pharmacological and nonopioid analgesic treatments, as opioids are more likely to cause harm than benefit in these cases.

For patients with chronic pain, opioids should be prescribed by a single physician who will provide ongoing care, and who can use opioids as part of an analgesic care plan that includes specific functional goals as well as a patient-provider agreement.

When oral opioids are administered or prescribed, morphine may be preferred, as it may be less abuse-prone than other opioids such as oxycodone and hydrocodone, and is of similar analgesic efficacy.

Opioid prescriptions should be limited to 2–3 days of an immediate-release opioid formulation.

When opioids are prescribed for outpatient analgesia, patients should be counseled on relevant opioid harms, including the risk of developing tolerance and dependence.

“Nudges” are behavioral design decisions, commonly in the EHR, which lead clinicians to adopt best practices. (Meeker 2014) EHR alerts can remind providers to check their prescription drug monitoring program so as to consider alternatives in patients already taking daily opioids and avoid prescribing an opioid to patients taking benzodiazepines. Similar nudges can remind clinicians to engage at-risk patients (such as patients on high daily opioid doses, who take benzodiazepines, or present after non-fatal overdose) with harm-reduction efforts such as take-home naloxone. Similarly, defaulting the number of opioid tablets to align with current recommendations can significantly reduce the number of pills given per prescription. (Delgado 2018, Chiu 2018) These interventions often require larger system cooperation and IT support. (Weiner 2019)
The goal of an opioid prescribing best practice program is not to reduce opioid use but to reduce opioid harms. Opioid harms related to acute care mainly arise not from the administration of opioids in the department to opioid-naive patients in severe acute pain, but from injudicious outpatient prescribing, as well as the suboptimal management of existing daily opioid users. Providers should not be encouraged to blindly reduce their use of opioid analgesia, so as not to result in the under-treatment of pain.

*Such posters should not be presented to patients prior to a medical screening exam (e.g. in the waiting room) so as not to discourage patients from seeking care. (ACEP Now 2014, Weiner 2015)

**Conclusion**

Since the beginning of emergency medicine, EDs have treated the consequences of opioid misuse such as infections, trauma, respiratory depression, and cardiac arrest. The ED management of opioid addiction itself, however, has classically consisted of a piece of paper with phone numbers on it and a quick discharge. This approach was often inadequate and based in stigma and a lack of understanding of OUD. Until recently, few frontline providers had the resources or expertise to meaningfully intervene in the often devastating natural history of this disease.

In response to the current epidemic, many EDs have taken conspicuous and important steps to improve the care of this vulnerable population. Strategies and protocols that account for the capabilities and limitations of acute care environments have been successfully developed and implemented (Rubin 2018, Duber 2018, Hu 2019). An increasing number of EDs have improved opioid prescribing practices, treat opioid withdrawal patients with buprenorphine, and dispense take-home naloxone to at-risk patients and their companions.

Many questions remain: What is the optimal dosing of buprenorphine in spontaneously withdrawing patients? What is the best strategy for managing OUD patients who wish to be treated with buprenorphine but are not in spontaneous withdrawal? What is the best approach to naloxone-precipitated withdrawal and buprenorphine-precipitated withdrawal? Is buprenorphine of benefit in the treatment of chronic pain patients taking high doses of prescribed opioids, or in opioid-naive patients with acute, severe pain? What is the role of hospitals and emergency departments in advanced harm reduction practices that could reach more patients, such as needle exchange, supervised consumption sites, or prescription hydromorphone?

As emergency-driven addiction care evolves, we anticipate the use of higher doses of buprenorphine at the index visit, which may overcome buprenorphine and naloxone-precipitated withdrawal and safely extend buprenorphine’s therapeutic interval—and protection—to several days. (Ahmadi 2018) As more providers obtain waivers (or the waiver
requirement is abolished), home initiation protocols, which permit motivated patients to await spontaneous withdrawal and begin treatment in their own quarters, could become more common. Microdosing initiation pathways open buprenorphine therapy to opioid-dependent people unable or unwilling to tolerate a period of withdrawal. (Hammig 2016, Klaire 2019) Long-acting injectable or implantable buprenorphine preparations may be administered during an emergency visit, providing weeks of therapy at the moment the patient is available and possibly the most receptive. (Coe 2019) Emergency clinicians will increasingly obtain specialized addiction training to run addiction or bridge clinics, (Goodnough 2018) extending the meaning and reach of the speciality to accommodate the changing face of the American healthcare system and the challenges of the people it serves.

*The history of medicine is, in part, the history of physicians stretching the scope of their practice to answer the pressing needs of their times.* (Rapoport 2017)